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Across
2. Less important character
5. Vantage point that uses "you"
9. Most intense or exciting part of the story and is 
alson the turning point
10. Conflict between characters is resolved

11. Time and place of the story
15. The most important character in the story
20. The Response by the character through speech or 
actions

22. The struggle between two opposing forces
23. The character or force that goes against the 
main character
25. Conversation between two or more characters
26. How the author writes the story (sarcastic, 
humorous, etc.)

27. A thing that represents or stands for something 
else, especially a material object representing 
something abstract
28. Example: two friends get into a fight and yell at 
each other
29. A character that does not change from the 
beginning to the end of the story
30. A character that changes throughout the story

Down
1. Vantage point that uses "he," "she," "they," and 
knows all (God's POV)
3. vantage point that uses words like "he," "she," 
"they" -- limited knowledge
4. Uses words like "I," "me," etc
6. An event or scene taking place before the 
present time in the narrative
7. The main character's thoughts or feelings - the 
response INSIDE the character

8. In the beginning of the story, introduces the 
setting and characters
12. sequence of events where each affects the next 
one through the principle of cause and effect
13. Conflict begins to settle in a story
14. Example: A group of people protest to change a 
law
16. Example: A character argues with their self
17. A warning or indication of a future event
18. how the writing makes the reader feel
19. Events build in a story, conflict becomes 
increasingly intense
21. Example: Character struggles to survive alone in 
the wilderness
24. The vantage point from which the author tells 
the story

Word Bank
Resolution RisingAction 3rdPersonpointof viewlimited plot
pointofview Major character foreshadow Internal Response
Climax manvsman conflict FallingAction
3rdpersonpointofviewomniscient 2ndPersonpointof view exposition static character
ManvsSociety flashback External Response ManvsSelf
dynamiccharacter Dialogue symbol Tone
1stpersonpointof view minorcharacter antagonist mood
setting ManvsNature


